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New products from AUSTRIALPIN in 2019
We are proud to have presented five new, innovative products at the OutDoor by ISPO 2019. Today
we want to tell you more about what you can expect from AUSTRIALPIN in the next couple of
months.

Press to open – new carabiner lock makes life easier!
AUSTRIALPIN gave its reliable HMS RONDO carabiner a new lock which can be opened with only
one flick of the wrist and locks automatically again when being released. Forget inconvenient
screwing and twisting. The „Slide Autolock“ can be opened easily by just pressing the embedded
brass button on the slider. If you are looking for an easy-to-use and safe carabiner, you should
definitely have a closer look at the HMS RONDO Slide Autolock.

HMS RONDO Slide Autolock
Color & Coating:
 w/o SELFIE: green-azure,
purple-black, black (hard coated)
 with SELFIE: green-azure, black (hard
coated)
Weight:
84g/88g (with SELFIE)
Strength:
23kN (longitudinal direction), 10kN (minor
axis), 7kN (open)
Norm: EN 12275, EN 362, UIAA 121
Made in: Austria
Available from: Fall 2019

World record chalk bag with only 13.7 grams
In summer 2018, AUSTRIALPIN launched the first chalk bags made of tear-proof special paper, the
„PAPNU PERFORMANCE“. This summer, AUSTRIALPIN extends the PAPNU series by another
ground-breaking model – the „PAPNU HELI.UM“. Regarding weight, the PAPNU HELI.UM breaks
every record! With only 13.7 grams (without waist belt), it is the lightest chalk bag worldwide and
has a lot of great features to offer: As its older siblings, the PAPNU is 100% vegan and machine
washable at 40°C. Also, all resources of the chalk bag, which is hand-made in Austria, come from the
EU! Available in 2 different designs.

PAPNU HELI.UM chalk bag
Color: blue-white, green-purple
Weight:
13.7g (without waist belt)
Material:
special tear-resistant paper
Made in: Austria
Available from: Fall 2019

New hard shell helmet in 2 versions
The SHELL.DON is the new AUSTRIALPIN helmet. The focus of this development was on the topic
safety. SHELL.DON’s hard shell is especially robust and offers an enhanced and extensive impact
protection for the forehead as well as for the back of the head. The two versions of the helmet are
differentiated from each other by their interior: The SHELL.DON has a removable, washable fleece at
the head band which promises more comfort. The head band of the SHELL.DON PARK is made of an
easy to clean foam that is also more budget friendly.

SHELL.DON Hard Shell Helmet
Color: blue, grey
Weight: 360g
Size: 54-62cm
Material:
outer shell: ABS
inner shell: EPS
Made in: Italy
Available from: Winter 2019/20

SHELL.DON PARK Hard Shell Helmet
Color: white
Weight: 350g
Size: 54-62cm
Material:
outer shell: ABS
inner shell: EPS
Made in: Italy
Available from: Winter 2019/20

The fashion must-have for outdoor enthusiasts
AUSTRIALPIN revolutionized the world of buckles with its COBRA®: No other buckle is so
reliable and safe, yet still so easy to use. The new AUSTRIALPIN COBRA® belt has a nice
TOPO look which is always a good fit, no matter if for your skiing pants or for having dinner
with your mother-in-law. The belt comes in three different colors and in 5 different lengths
each (XS, S, M, L, XL). The purple and glacier colored buckles come with the newly
developed, very durable HPC (High Perfomance Coating) from AUSTRIALPIN.

TEXTILE BELT COBRA® 38
Colors: glacier, black, purple
Waist sizes: XS: 70-80cm; S: 80-90cm; M:
90-100cm; L: 100-110cm; XL: 110-120cm
Material:
Buckle: aluminium;
Belt: textile
Made in:
Buckle: Austria
Belt: Germany
Available from: now

FISH and GOLD FISH Autotube Set with carabiner update
In the future, the FISH and GOLD FISH Autotube from AUSTRIALPIN will be available with the new
HMS RONDO Slide Autolock carabiner. The advantage: The Slide Autolock is easy to use, but still
offers perfect safety. Especially for kids, who often have a hard time opening a 3-way lock carabiner,
this carabiner is an absolute comfort benefit.

GOLD FISH with HMS RONDO Slide Autolock
SELFIE
Rope diameter: 8 - 11mm
Carabiner: HMS RONDO Slide Autolock
SELFIE, black (hard coated for a much longer
lifetime)
Weight: 156g
Material: Aluminium
Norm: EN 15151-2, EN 12275, EN 362, UIAA
129, UIAA 121
Made in: Austria
Available from: Fall 2019

FISH with HMS RONDO Slide Autolock SELFIE
Rope diameter: 8 - 11mm
Carabiner: HMS RONDO Slide Autolock
SELFIE, green-azure (anodized)
Weight: 156g
Material: Aluminium
Norm: EN 15151-2, EN 12275, EN 362, UIAA
129, UIAA 121
Made in: Austria
Available from: Fall 2019

The Climber’s New Clothes
No, AUSTRIALPIN doesn’t want to become a fashion brand. But why not wearing a cool t-shirt of the
Tirolian company? It’s a fact that this Oeko-Tex t-shirt made of 100% cotton feels super nice on your
skin and that the search image with 11 hidden mountain world elements definitely attracts
attention. This fine piece is, true to one of our core values, of course produced in Europe.

11n1 T-Shirt
Color & sizes: blue, size: S - XL
Material: 100% cotton
Made in: Portugal
Available from: now

Further additions to our carabiner range!
AUSTRIALPIN extends its range of aluminium screwlock carabiners with brass sleeves: The

brass sleeve runs more smoothly and in addition features an exceptionally high resistance to
corrosion. This is why AUSTRIALPIN now added a brass sleeve to its carabiners HMS MINI.MI, HMS
RONDO, OVALO and PIRUM.

Save the date!
Our next trade show.
Alpinmesse
Place:
Innsbruck
Date:
November 9-10, 2019

The new Data Protection Law of the European Union (GDPR) sets new standards for the transparency and
responsibility of companies which work with and process personally provided data. We take this opportunity to
inform you about the protection of your personal data as well as about the rights you have as regards receiving
this newsletter.
The protection of your data of great importance to us. Thus, it goes without saying that the personal data you
provide us with is not supplied to any third party. You can at any time make use of your right to correct
(update) the data, obtain information regarding the data or delete the data. Simply send us an e-mail with your
specific request to datenschutz@austrialpin.at.
In what context, to what extent and for which purposes we and our business associates process the data
obtained from you, can be found in our Data Protection Declaration.
If you want to unsubscribe from this newsletter, please send uns an e-mail.
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